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Test drive

Gone

in

6 seconds

Aurally and visually appealling, the second
generation Audi TT is an even more playful
and sportier coupe that has been built for
a crisper and more riveting drive.
Text & Photographs Rishad Saam Mehta

p With the power to go from 0–100 kmph in all of six seconds, the Audi TT Coupé 3.2 quattro often
reduces the landscape to a mere blur.
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amdas Chongrekar
was doing his regular
Mumbai to Pune
slog. He had just got onto
the expressway, notched his
car into top gear, slipped
in his favourite Kishore
Kumar disc and was now
driving at a decent clip in
the second lane. He loved

this early morning driving.
Very therapeutic!
The sound started as a
persistent low hum that
grew into a louder drone,
overriding Kishoreda’s
merry yodelling. Then
it became a downright
menacing growl and

Ramdas fearfully stole a
quick glance at his rear
seats almost expecting to
find a snarling Rottweiler
sitting there. By now the
sound had grown to a
roar, filling his car’s cabin
and completely drowning
out the magic of Kishore
Kumar and R.D. Burman.
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The showstopper
That’s when he saw it
filling his rear view mirror.
A vision in white, the four
overlapping horizontal
rings dominating the
characteristic trapezoid
shaped chrome bordered
grill, its neon lights flashing
with urgency to let him
pTop: The flat-bottom steering
wheel, large circular dials and
aluminum finished pedals lend to
the car’s sporty feel.
Right: The boot is just about big
enough for weekend luggage. For
an extended weekend, the rear seat
can be folded down.

But even before
firing up the
V6, the glorious
roar of which
makes hair
stand on end,
the TT looks
stunning
just parked.
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know that he was about to
be passed by.
In fact the whole front
façade of the car behind
him seemed to exude
muscle power, right from
its low stance, the bonnet
with its sculpted lines
that complemented the
trademark grille and the
flared wheel arches. Even
the large air intakes below
the headlights told him
about the beast that resided
under the hood. Then it
swung out into the fast lane
and zipped past him. And
as it tore ahead, the rear
spoiler angled into position,
seeming to give him an
impudent farewell salute.
Brawn to win
At the wheel of the Audi TT
Coupé 3.2 quattro, I wasn’t
trying to be cheeky; the rear
spoiler automatically comes
up at 120 kmph to increase
the downforce on the rear
axle of the TT. It is just one

of the many electronic
chaperons that ensure that
you and this absolutely
lusty car will keep it tidy.

But even before firing up
the V6, the glorious roar of
which makes hair stand on
end, the TT looks stunning
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large uncluttered dials for
speed and revs, which need
just a fraction-of-a-second
glance.

pAbove: The TT’s rear spoiler remains
an unobtrusive lip till it electrically
extends when the car hits 120 kmph
Below: Seated low and snug with 250
horses on tap, the driver will spend
maximum time in the fast lane.

just parked. The snug
fitting canopy, starting off
affront with slim pillars
and leading on to muscular
shoulders at the rear, has
such harmonious lines that
it seems as though the
designer could have made
it big as an artist. The
pleasing to look at rear,
with its twin exhausts and
wide wheel arches, gives
the parked car a ‘crouched
on its haunches, waiting to
go’ kind of look.
Though Audi calls this a
2+2 coupé, the only family
of four that could fit here
would be Snow White,
her Prince Charming, and
Dopey and Grumpy. Fullgrown adults just cannot
sit in the rear seat. When I
sat in the driver’s seat, the
previous driver had been
considerably shorter and I
felt like a Great Dane in a
poodle’s kennel. But the
front seats are electrically
adjustable in height and
distance and so is the
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steering column, so I was
soon perfectly positioned
and very comfortable, with
the hand-stitched leather
seats providing perfect
lumbar and under
thigh support.

I turned on the ignition and
the 3189 cc monster under
the hood, which features
four camshafts (rotating
shafts) and 24 valves,
came alive with a promising
burble. Contained within its
crankcase are 250 horses,
reaching maximum power
at 6300 rpm. To transmit
all this engine power into
propulsion, there is an S
tronic dual-clutch gear box
and quattro drive.

The dual clutch enables the
autobox to change gears
in just 0.2 seconds and the
quattro system transmits
power as per necessity to
the front and rear axles.
Get sporty
In normal conditions, it
Everything about the
transmits 86 per cent of the
interiors exudes sportiness— power to the front wheels,
the flat-bottomed steering
but in extreme circumstances
wheel trimmed in Napa
it is able to transmit as much
leather felt nice and chunky as 100 per cent of the force
in my hands, the instrument to either the front or the
cluster is dominated by two rear wheels.

Audi-cious driving
I had an open road ahead
of me, so I slipped the
gearbox into S (Sports mode)
and stepped down on the
accelerator. For a split second
I thought the autobox was
stuck in neutral, with only
the growl growing, and then
the TT took off as though
it had been unleashed.
The boisterous roar filled
the cabin and drowned out
the radio jockey jabbering
through the Bose sound
system, but I couldn’t care

The pleasing
to look at rear,
with its twin
exhausts and
wide wheel
arches, gives
the parked car
a ‘crouched on
its haunches,
waiting to go’
kind of look.
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less. The rowdy sound of
the V6 revelling in being
given a free rein was music
to my ears.

Pull the downshift paddle,
and at 2000 rpm, the TT
surges ahead squashing you
into the backrest.

I looked down at the
dials—the rev meter was
almost touching red before
the dual clutch rapidly
and seamlessly changed
gears. The countryside
around was now a blur.
And what’s more, for better
involvement in the driving,
there are paddle shifts
behind the steering wheel.

Thrills and fancies
The electro-mechanical
steering felt tauter and
tighter as the car increased
speed. This along with the
ESP (Electronic Stabilisation
Program), the quattro, the
automatic spoiler and the
adaptive damping system
are the electronic chaperons
I earlier mentioned. They
ensure that the car stays
in line and the driver can
have his fair share of thrills
around corners. It is their
job to keep everything
together, nice and tidy,
within the laws of physics.

Ground
clearance too,
is not a problem
and the TT
cleared even
mountainous
speedbreakers
without an
underbelly
scrape.

And it’s true—the car
goes around corners quite
compliantly and faster than
you think possible. And,
while these electronic aids
are very unobtrusive around
fast corners, you can really
feel their bite when you

slam the brakes and swerve
hard to avoid that cow,
which has nonchalantly
stepped out of the hedges
onto the fast lane.

pAbove: Stiff suspension keeps body
roll contained, but it does let hard
bumps filter through to some degree.
Below: The fluid design and flared
wheel arches give the TT road
presence, and the large air intakes
communicate power.

Grrr-atifying experience
Driving in the city though,
the TT feels restrained in
the S mode and shifting
it to D (Drive mode)
makes the urban crawl
smoother. The car has
adjustable shock absorbers
that can be softened on
poor roads, but even on

the soft setting, the nastier
bumps filter through with a
jarring thud. Yet it is a trait
you can forgive, considering
this car’s sporting intentions.
Ground clearance too, is
not a problem and the TT
cleared even mountainous
speedbreakers without
an underbelly scrape. Its
compact size makes it easy to
drive in traffic and squeeze
into a parking space.
But for those who buy this
car, traffic and parking would
definitely not be a priority.
This car is one that will be
bought for the statement
it makes, the attention it
attracts and most of all, for
the sharp and gripping driving
experience it induces.
The Figures
Audi TT Coupé 3.2 quattro
Price: Rs 46 lakhs
(ex-showroom Mumbai,
including VAT, excluding
other charges and taxes)
Engine: V6, 3189 cc
Top speed: 250 kmph
0-100 kmph: 6 seconds
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